Making Jesus Real
St Aloysius Catholic College

Our Responses to our MJR Days:

* I saw the spirit of Jesus in Zoe when she went and helped a girl who was upset and when my dad made me lunch.
* My "OH Yeah moment" was when we saw the video clip of the kids living on the tip in the Philippines, I realised how lucky I am and how I take my lifestyle and also my parents for granted.
* I learnt that Jesus’ Spirit is with us NOW and he lives in our hearts and we shouldn’t leave him as a person in History.
* My 'OH Yeah Moment " was when I realised that I don't say thanks enough at home and I take so much for granted.
* This year I want to try and be a kind, cheerful, helpful person who is also more encouraging to others.
* I saw the spirit of Jesus in Gracie when she said: "She loves being my friend."
* I learnt that being a WEST person is 4 great words to live out.
* I really liked it when our class did the parachute activity and the ball went really high and we were all playing well together and everyone was laughing and enjoying it.
* I learnt that we "moan and groan" a lot, as we are spoilt and we have so much compared with kids who live on the tip and they get nothing like we have.
* I learnt that a positive attitude to people and life affects people around you and being a negative and grumpy person also affects people around you.
* I saw the spirit of Jesus when Maddie and Jessie helped me pick up my fun looms.
* I liked the video clip on "Filling people's invisible buckets" and these are some of the things you can say: "Can I help?", "Dad you're a legend", "Thanks mum for that great meal", "Fantastic goal!"
* I thought that the video about Nick with no arms and legs was inspiring and we can learn from him to handle our own problems better.
* I liked it when I realized that Jesus works through me when I do the simple little things each day by smiling, saying thanks, offering to help, and saying “Good Morning”.
* I saw the Spirit of Jesus when Jack helped me out of the thorn bush and Regan invited others to play.